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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

The National Planning Policy Framework requires that local planning authorities
identify objectively assessed development needs, and Local Plans translate these
needs into policy, including land provision targets. Like all parts of the plan these
policies should be supported by a robust and proportionate evidence base, which
includes objective assessments of those development needs, both for housing and
economic land uses.

1.2

The purpose of these notes is to help local planning authorities and others prepare
such needs assessments and turn them into policy. The first two volumes deal with
housing; Volume 1 also discusses how the housing and economic assessments
should be integrated, so they take a consistent view of future jobs, population and
housing. This volume deals with economic land uses.

1.3

The notes are intended to supplement the National Planning Practice Guidance
(PPG), translating the broad-brush indications in the Guidance into a practical stepby-step method for building an evidence base. They have no official status, but
provide informal advice, which local authorities and others use at their own risk. That
advice is based on existing good practice, our own experience and - most important –
Inspectors’ findings and High Court judgments.

1.4

Below, Section 2 provides an overview of the evidence base study and the sections
that follow go through the component elements of the study. Appendix A summarises
national policy and guidance regarding planning for economic development. Appendix
B discusses the meaning of some important terms (including ‘need’) that are not
clearly defined in the NPPF and PPG. To underpin the needs assessment we aim to
establish working definitions of these terms.
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2

STUDY OVERVIEW

2.1

Before we assess economic development needs, we should be clear what economic
development is. The answer differs between the National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF) and the National Policy Planning Guidance (PPG), as shown in the more
detailed discussion in the Appendices:


In the Framework, economic development covers all development of land and
buildings whose end use is an economic activity. These end uses include the
‘employment’, or ‘business’ uses covered by classes B1-B8 of the Use Classes
order, comprising factories, workshops, warehouses and offices, plus physically
similar sui generis uses. But they also cover all other economic activities,
including the main town centre uses (retail, leisure and culture) and all other
services both in the public and market sectors. Nationally these sectors provide
the majority of jobs and output.



By contrast, the PPG’s advice on assessing economic development needs relate
almost entirely to the employment (B-class) uses.

2.2

We propose that the evidence base be in two parts, following the same logic. Part A
should deal with the whole economy. This means the full range of economic activities,
comprising all production, distribution and exchange of goods and services, as listed
in the UK Standard Classification of Economic Activities. Part B should assess the
need for employment land specifically.

2.3

Part A should provide the evidence underpinning the economic vision and strategy
called for at paragraph 21 of the Framework. It should show how the Local Plan will
positively encourage economic growth, support different business sectors and
clusters and identify priority areas for economic regeneration, infrastructure provision
and environmental enhancement. It is important that the vision and strategy give due
weight to the ‘non-B’ economic sectors, which in many areas account for the largest
investments – for example in universities, cultural / leisure attractions, transport or
energy projects. If the plan focuses on the traditional employment uses only it will not
provide the land and supporting infrastructure that these projects need. If so, the area
may miss the best opportunities for economic growth and prosperity.

2.4

Once it has a broad vision and strategy, the plan must determine the needs of the
various economic land uses, so it can identify sites for them. Different methods apply
to different uses. In line with the PPG part B the economic evidence base should
assess the needs of the B-class uses, using a method based on employment
forecasts. This assessment is traditionally known as an employment land review.
Other land uses are dealt with elsewhere and by other methods. In relation to retail
and leisure uses, for example, the starting point is population and consumer
expenditure rather than employment.

2.5

Below, we discuss Part A of the needs assessment study in Section 3 and part B in
Sections 4-10.
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3

PART A: THE WHOLE ECONOMY

3.1

To inform the Local Plan’s economic vision and strategy, part A of the evidence base
study should provide:


A view of future employment change by broad economic sector over the plan
period;



A view of the balance of jobs and workers over the period that links the economy
and employment with population and housing



Formal assessments of retail and town centre needs in line with established best
practice (widely agreed methods are available, although the PPG does not
describe them);



In relation to other economic land uses, an overview of the area’s profile and
opportunities, identifying likely future land requirements.

3.2

In taking a view of future jobs, the evidence base should probably start from formal
economic forecasts. Long-term forecasts for local authority areas across the UK are
currently provided by three main consultancies. In their standard versions they
provided business-as usual scenarios, based on standard assumptions and broadly
unchanged policy.

3.3

But the standard forecasts should not be taken at face value. They should be realitytested against historical information and local knowledge. Local employment
statistics, being based on samples, are subject to significant margins of uncertainty.
In some cases they also incorporate errors or anomalies. For example, certain
employers may be placed in the wrong local authority area, or workplaces which are
spread out all over the country may be attributed to a single head office. These
inaccuracies are carried forward into the future by forecasting models. The evidence
base study should seek to correct them, albeit any adjustments are bound to be
approximate.

3.4

The standard employment forecasts should also be tested, and may be amended, to
reflect different views about their underlying assumptions, the impact of policy
changes, or both. Thus, the authority might take a more optimistic view of future
growth than the standard forecasts. But any alternative scenarios should be
supported by evidence, not just aspiration. If policy interventions are expected to
speed up growth, the study should specify the nature of these interventions and
provide evidence on the scale of impact that they are likely to produce.

3.5

It is essential that the study’s view of future employment be aligned with its view of
future population and housing, as set out in the housing section of the plan. We
provide technical advice on this alignment in Volume 1 of these notes.

3.6

From the process of testing and scenario development, the evidence base study
might end up with more than one employment scenario, showing the range in which
future change is likely to fall. But in our view a single scenario should be chosen as
the authority’s best estimate, or preferred view. Otherwise the evidence base will
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become over-complicated as employment figures are translated into land
requirements, combined with demographic calculations and so forth.
3.7

Having established the broad shape of the future economy, the study should consider
the land requirements of different sectors over the plan period. For the employment
land uses, the evidence will come from part B of the study, as discussed later in this
note. For retail and other town centre uses, it will come partly from retail studies. For
other economic land uses, the analysis of future land requirements should focus on
large-scale or otherwise exceptional projects, relating for example to universities,
major hospitals or strategic visitor facilities. Smaller-scale, more routine requirements
should be met without need for formal assessment; for example, policies on homes
and neighbourhoods will set out the requirements for the schools, health facilities etc
that support housing development.
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PART B: CONTEXT

4.1

The purpose of Part B of the evidence base (the employment land review) is to
establish how much land the Local Plan should provide for industrial uses (factories,
workshops, warehouses) and offices. Before it addresses this core question, in line
with the PPG the study should define a geographical area for analysis – the functional
economic market area (FEMA). It should also review the policy context, to establish
the wider strategies and objectives that the study should align with and pinpoint the
specific questions it should answer. Below we discuss these preliminary tasks in turn,
before turning to the needs assessment in Section 5.

The FEMA
Drawing the boundaries
4.1

As discussed in Appendix A, the PPG is not clear on what a FEMA is. Appendix B
aims to clarify this, with reference to the CLG research paper on which the PPG is
based. It concludes that the FEMA is mainly a sub-regional labour market, defined by
commuting containment. We also consider that the FEMA relates specifically to the
B-class uses. Other economic land uses may have different market geographies, as
recognised by the PPG in relation to the town centre uses.

4.2

To define the FEMA, the assessment study should start from official statistics. ONS
has published commuting data from the 2011 Census. It has also produced a new set
of TTWAs, based on those data and a variable containment threshold:
‘The current criterion for defining TTWAs is that generally at least 75% of an area's
resident workforce work in the area and at least 75% of the people who work in the
area also live in the area… However, for areas with a working population in excess of
25,000, self-containment rates as low as 66.7% are accepted.’ 1

4.3

These 2011 TTWAs should be the starting point in defining FEMAs, as advised by the
CLG note. But often TTWAs will not provide the final answers, because their
boundaries cut across local authority areas. In relation to housing market areas, the
2010 NHPAU study solved this problem by creating a ‘silver standard’ geography that
best-fits local authority boundaries across England. A similar set of silver standard
TTWAs would be very helpful. But the ONS has not provided such a national
geography and it is impossible to create one through local or sub-regional studies.

4.4

The problem is illustrated by the map below, in which TTWA names and boundaries
are green and local authority names and boundaries are blue. The district of Central
Bedfordshire, for example, is split between four TTWAs. We cannot identify any one
of these areas as dominant, because each of them covers a significant proportion of
the district and also of the district’s built-up areas. Similar difficulties apply to the

1

Office for National Statistics, Guidance and Methodology, A Beginner’s Guide to UK Geography,
http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/guide-method/geography/beginner-s-guide/other/travel-to-work-areas/index.html.
The TTWA geography was developed by the same team as the NHPAU geography discussed earlier.
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district of Aylesbury Vale. In such circumstances there is no easy way to best-fit
TTWA boundaries to local authority areas, as the CLG note recommends.

Figure 4.1 TTWAs around Central Bedfordshire and Aylesbury Vale

Source: ONS, PBA

4.5

2

One possible answer is to construct alternative areas of labour market containment,
using the same containment thresholds as the official TTWAs but experimenting with
different geographies. In the case of Aylesbury Vale, for example, one might test a
FEMA that combines the district with Wycombe or Milton Keynes. The raw data for
these calculations will be the commuting flows in the year preceding the 2011
Census, published by ONS2. The table below shows an example of the selfcontainment calculation. In this case the origin containment for Area X falls short of
the 66.7% threshold.

ONS, 2011 Census - Location of usual residence and place of work by sex
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Table 4.1 Commuting self-containment for Area X, persons, 2010-11
Origin (trips from)

Destination (trips to)
Area X

Area X

33,291

Elsewhere

12,813

Total trips to Area X

46,104

Destination containment

Elsewhere
22,163

Total trips from
Area X
55,454

Origin containment
60%

72%

Source: ONS

4.6

Some local authority areas are very definitely split between labour markets, so it
proves impossible to fit the whole local authority area into a single labour market that
meets or even approaches the TTWA containment thresholds.

4.7

For such authorities, an academically correct solution may be to assign different parts
of the authority’s area to different FEMAs, or alternatively to treat the whole authority
as an area of overlap between different FEMAs. In terms of practical plan-making,
this might suggest that the authority should be covered by more than one evidence
base study, and may be party to more than one Duty to Co-operate partnership. Such
multiple allegiances would be very difficult to manage in practice.

4.8

As a more pragmatic answer, we suggest that where an authority is split between
labour market areas it should initially be treated as a free-standing FEMA, so the
economic evidence base assesses the balance of land demand and supply for the
area on its own. At a second stage in the analysis, the resulting future development
need may be adjusted to help correct any demand-supply imbalances in the different
sub-regional markets of which the authority is part.

4.9

A different technical problem is that some TTWAs are too large to be manageable,
especially in and around London, where there is much commuting across local
authority boundaries. In some cases it is impossible to define a reasonable FEMA
that meets the TTWA containment threshold, and the only answer is to accept lower
thresholds.

4.10

Whatever the details of the commuting analysis, it cannot deliver a single best answer
on the extent of the FEMA. Invariably there is more than one combination of local
authorities that meets the TTWA containment criteria, especially given that the criteria
are minimums, so they do not set an upper limit to the size of a FEMA. Accordingly to
define a FEMA involves judgment as well as statistics, including pragmatic judgments
about what area is manageable in practice.

4.11

In making such judgments plan-makers should have regard to housing market areas,
as advised by the CLG economic note. In principle one would expect these markets
to be geographically similar, because, as discussed in the PAS advice note on
housing need, both are largely determined by the reach of a daily commuting trip. In
practice it is convenient for the HMAs and FEMAs to be coterminous. This should
help streamline the planning process, because if the two market areas have different
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boundaries authorities may have to form two kinds of sub-regional planning
partnerships, to deal with housing and the economy respectively.
4.12

As a final consideration in drawing FEMAs, it will be helpful if the evidence base study
supplements the statistics with qualitative analysis of the commercial property market.
This analysis forms part of the wider property market profile which is described later
in this note. It should establish what occupier businesses, property agents,
developers and landlords consider to be the sub-regional market area for different
business uses and why, with reference to features such as supply chains (e.g.
suppliers of car parts prefer to locate near vehicle assembly plants) and transport
(certain kinds of freight operators need to be within 10 minutes’ drive of the airport).

4.13

The PPG says that such features should be taken into account in drawing the FEMA.
But as discussed in the CLG note there are no methods for incorporating them into
the formal quantitative analysis of market geography. The property market profile is a
more informal, narrative kind of analysis, better suited to use ‘soft’ information about
transport, supply chains and the like.

4.14

The property market analysis may or may not make a difference to the definition of
the FEMA. If it does not it will still be useful, as an input to the supply-demand
comparison that is the core of the employment needs assessment. We discuss this
later in the note.

4.15

In summary, to draw FEMA boundaries the evidence base study should proceed in
three steps. Firstly it should define a reasonably self-contained sub-regional labour
market that fits local authority boundaries, starting from the official TTWAs and using
the same containment thresholds as those TTWAs. Secondly it should compare this
area with the sub-regional housing market area and see if the two areas can be made
coterminous, while still meeting the PPG criteria. Thirdly, it should check that the
resulting market area is broadly consistent with property market geography.

4.16

In line with the PPG, ideally the FEMA should define the geographical scope of the
economic needs assessment. But in practice it will not always be practical for the
study to cover the whole FEMA, for example because plan timetables are not aligned.
In that case the local planning authority may undertake the study on its own, albeit it
is part of a larger FEMA. But the definition of that FEMA will still be useful, because it
will identify a group of authorities that should co-operate closely in planning for
employment land. If an authority does not have the capacity to meet its employment
land needs within its own area, it should try to ‘export’ development to other parts of
the FEMA before looking further afield.

Policy
4.17

The employment land assessment should be prefaced by a brief review of wider
policies, strategies and objectives which have implications for employment land. This
includes larger-than-local documents such as the London Plan and Strategic
Economic Plans and any non-statutory strategies which may have been agreed by
groups of authorities. It also includes Local Plan policies and proposals for other land
uses with implications for employment land. This includes the geography of future
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housing development, because the locations of jobs and housing should be aligned
so the labour market works efficiently and environmentally harmful travel is
minimised.
4.18

The study should also summarise current and past employment land policies in its
study area and assess how successfully they were implemented in practice. As part
of this it should consider how far allocated development sites have been taken up,
how far existing employment sites have been transferred to other uses and why
planning appeals have been won and lost. This analysis will produce lessons that the
study should take into account and pinpoint questions that the study should focus on.

4.19

To take a topical example, if decisions to safeguard employment sites have been
overturned on appeal, it may be that the relevant policies should be reconsidered, or
alternatively that the policies are fit for purpose but the Council’s supporting evidence
is not. The evidence base study should seek to diagnose the problem through
analysis of site histories and Inspector’s decision letters. Thus, applicants seeking to
transfer employment sites to housing often claim that there is no demand for
employment space, or that providing such space is not viable. Later sections of the
study should test these claims, providing evidence that will support the Council in
future development management decisions and appeals.
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5

PART B: KEY QUESTIONS & REPORT STRUCTURE

5.1

As mentioned earlier, neither the Framework nor the Guidance define the term ‘need’.
Our working definition, based on close reading of the documents (see Appendix B), is
that for present purposes ‘need’ means ‘market demand’. It is the land that would be
developed and occupied for employment uses if planning did not restrict
development.

5.2

Nor does the PPG specify a method for the assessment of need – though as
discussed in Appendix A it does provide a list of requirements that the assessment
should meet. In this note we aim to set out a method that meets all these
requirements and fits them into a logical framework.

5.3

The evidence base study must assess that demand over the plan period. It must then
compare it with the land supply already identified by the planning system, to
determine demand for additional land over and above that planned supply (or,
conversely, if there is a surplus of planned supply over future demand). Hence the
main questions for the study are:
i

What will be the demand for net new employment land over the plan period?

ii

What is the supply of land already identified by the planning system (planned
supply?

iii

What is the balance of demand and supply over the plan period, i.e.:

iv

-

The demand for additional land over and above the current planned supply

-

Or the surplus of current planned supply over future demand?

-

Hence how much land should be added or removed to bring supply into
balance with demand?

What new sites and areas should be identified for employment, and what sites
currently identified for employment should be transferred to other uses?

5.4

Each question should be answered separately for offices and for industrial space –
which covers manufacturing (production), distribution (logistics) and other industrial
uses, which include parts of the construction industry and waste processing among
other activities.

5.5

Figure 5.1 shows the logical links between these questions, as well as the contextual
analysis discussed in the last section – which feeds into all the other elements of the
study. It also shows the main pieces of analysis that should answer each question:
i
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To assess demand we suggest two pieces of analysis, which are mutually
complementary:
-

A property market review, which provides a short-term view and largely
qualitative view of the demand for development land

-

Long-term economic forecasting, which is long-term and quantitative.
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ii

To assess supply needs a quantitative inventory and qualitative appraisal of both
existing employment sites and sites proposed or being considered for
employment.

iii

The demand-supply balance is the core of the employment land review. It should
be calculated separately for offices and industrial space. For each type of space,
the calculation will show the net change in employment land that the plan should
aim for. This net figure is the balance of land gained to employment use and
existing employment land lost to other uses. It will act as a ‘control total’ for the
site-specific policies and development management decisions over the plan
period.

iv The final element of the employment land review is to inform policies and
decisions on specific employment sites and areas. While the supply-demand
calculation above relates to net change, this analysis is about the gross
components of that change. It considers what sites might be added to the planned
supply of employment land, and what sites might be withdrawn from that supply:

- The additions should be sites whose location and other features make them
attractive to the market.
- Conversely, sites that no longer meet market requirements should be
withdrawn from the planned supply.
- The net outcome of additions and subtractions should equal the net changes
aimed for at point iii above.

Figure 5.1 Structure of the employment land review

Context

Demand

- The FEMA
- Policy context

Property market review

Long-term forecasts

5.6

Supply

Site inventory and appraisal

Market balance

Demand and supply in the
long term

Sites and areas

- Site-specific policies
- Criteria-based policies

In the next section we describe the analysis step by step.
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6

PART B: PROPERTY MARKET REVIEW

6.1

The purpose of the property market analysis is to identify where there is demand for
employment space over and above the existing stock, and therefore where there will
be demand for additional development – which the planning authority should provide
land for. Therefore the analysis should address two main questions:


Where there is viable demand for development – which the planning authority
should aim to provide land for;



Where there is existing employment land no longer in demand – which the
authority may encourage or allow transfer to other uses.

6.2

To this end, the review should analyse floorspace take-up, availability (vacancy) and
values for different types of employment space, in different parts of the study area.
These market indicators have severe limitations: they are only short-term, and they
cannot directly measure the demand for net new space, because the available data
only show gross take-up – the amount of space that businesses move into, with no
deduction for the space that businesses move out of.

6.3

Despite these limitations market analysis provides powerful evidence, albeit that
evidence is indirect. Where property is well occupied, availability (vacancy) is low and
rents and values are high and, this shows that there is demand for additional space
over and above the existing stock. And the market analysis provides a wealth of
qualitative evidence on the characteristics that make sites in demand and viable. It
allows us to describe demand in terms of specific market sectors, property products
and geographical areas

6.4

The property market profile should focus on broad locations and market sectors,
rather than site-specific details. At a later stage in the study, the qualitative site
appraisal will translate these general findings into site-specific judgements.

6.5

The analysis should focus on effective demand, or ‘demand backed by money’. This
means the employment space that that businesses wish to occupy, at values (rents or
prices) which make it financially viable to provide:


In relation to existing employment sites, it means values should be enough to
support the maintenance and management of the site.



In relation to development sites, this means that values should be enough to
support viable development, providing an adequate return to the developer and
landowner.

6.6

In both cases, the assessment should take account of any public sector financial
support that may be available, for example from LEPs.

6.7

Rather than viable demand, employment land reviews sometimes focus on the
wishes or aspirations of occupiers, which they investigate through business surveys.
These surveys often produce useful qualitative information. But they do not provide a
measure of the future demand for space, partly owing to uncertainty about the future
and optimism bias, but also because they take no account of ability to pay or
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development viability. If the businesses in an area collectively wish to take up
additional space, but that space is not viable to develop, no one will want to provide
that space and the planning system should not provide land for it.
6.8

The evidence base should provide separate property market profiles for different
employment land uses. As a minimum, it should distinguish offices and industrial
space.

6.9

In some areas, strategic distribution (‘big B8’), comprising large purpose-built
warehouses, is an important sector and should be profiled separately. In some areas
there may also be other specialist sectors that merit separate analysis, for example
studios / creative space or research and development activities that have specialist
requirements3.

6.10

In some areas, there may be an imbalance in the type of employment land available:
an oversupply of office floorspace and sites and a shortage of industrial space and
industrial sites, specifically big B8 and small-scale B2 and B1c. This trend has been
exacerbated in areas of housing pressure, particularly urban areas, where residential
development has displaced industrial services such as smaller-scale distribution,
construction-related services, motor trade suppliers and light manufacturing.

6.11

Although mixed-use development in such areas has meant that the extent of loss of
this type of B class has theoretically been reduced, it is evident that whilst the
housing elements are being brought forward, often the employment floorspace is not
being provided. This is often in circumstances where supply of such floorspace to the
market is limited and demand in the market is high but residential demand is pricing
industry and warehousing out. Practitioners should consider whether any of these
trends are relevant to the market geographies being considered.

6.12

Where the property team consider that there is more than one local property market,
the analysis should be split accordingly. For example, in a study area where there
are two or three significant settlements, each settlement could warrant its own
property market profile, with rural areas functioning in another very different way.
Indeed, practitioners should be alive to the fact that rural areas may have very
different demand and supply profiles from urban areas.

6.13

Figure 6.1 below shows a template property market profile relating to general
industrial space. This model can be readily adapted to other market sectors. It should
also be customised to fit local circumstances and the data available. Detailed local
data will vary widely between areas. Inevitably data will be incomplete, and much of
the conclusions will rely on professional judgment rather than hard analysis.

3

It is usually not helpful to identify R&D as a separate property market sector, because R&D premises are
physically identical either to offices or industrial buildings. But in some places there are concentrations of R&D
that need specialist spaces, such as laboratories.
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Figure 6.1 Property market profile: Xshire, industrial space
The wider context
-

What wider regional market is the local area part of? (map)
o
Identify main places that X-shire competes most closely with
Current health of this wider market
o
State of the economy
o
Industrial space over or under-supplied? – refer to e.g. vacancies, rent levels
o
Major developments and other change – recent or in the pipeline

Industrial land and property
-

-

-

Size of the floorspace stock and change over last 5-10 years
o
(from VoA floorspace statistics, compare with region and national total)
Brief description of the area as an industrial location (map)
o
Main industrial areas and sites (map)
o
Major occupiers and main types of occupier
Key advantages and drawbacks as industrial location
o
In different parts of Xshire, for different types of occupier
o
Against main competing areas
Drivers of change
o
Any recent / current / future changes that impact on the industrial market
o
E.g. new infrastructure, new settlement, major regeneration initiatives

Demand
-

-

-

Floorspace take-up (gross sq m per year), for last 3-10 years as available
Qualitative profile
o
Who has been taking up space – business activities, local or inward investors (from where?)
o
Broadly what space – mix of sizes, locations, old or modern etc.?
o
Why do they want to be in the area?
o
What have they been looking for?
o
Have they been getting it? Any gaps in the market?
Change
o
Impact of any changes in Xshire or wider area
o
E.g. new infrastructure, major development
o
Could be opportunity, competitive threat or both
What can be done to boost demand?

Supply and market balance
-

Current availability / vacancy and development pipeline
% availability (vacancy) against stock (see above)
Years supply against past take-up (see above)
Rents and values, current and historical (pre-recession)
o
Compare with surrounding / competing areas
Recent development (includes redevelopment, refurbishment, conversion etc.)
o
What, where, how has it performed?
Is industrial development in demand and financially viable?
o
What kinds of development, in what areas?

Conclusions
-

Is the market, or any particular sections of the market, over-or under-supplied, now or in prospect?
What are the market opportunities for viable development (includes redevelopment etc.), now or in
prospect?
Is any of the existing stock surplus to requirements? What kinds of property, in what areas?
Possible measures to encourage economic growth and property development
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7

PART B: LONG-TERM DEMAND FORECASTS

7.1

For a quantitative assessment of employment land demand, the best or only available
method is to use the jobs predicted as part of local economic forecasts, which are
translated into floorspace and land. Contrary to market analysis, economic forecasts
do provide a measure of net change, and over a long time horizon, 20 years or
longer; but they give no qualitative information about the mix of sites.

7.2

The starting point of the calculation should be the job forecasts developed in Part A of
the evidence base study, as discussed in Section 3 above. To translate these future
jobs into employment land involves three steps:

7.3



Translate jobs by sector into jobs by land use, to estimate the numbers of jobs
that will be based in industrial property, warehouses and offices, as opposed to
non-B spaces such as retail premises, schools or hospitals.



For each of the employment land uses, translate jobs into floorspace using
employment densities (floorspace per worker).



Possibly translate floorspace into land areas using plot ratios - although for offices
especially it is preferable to use floorspace as the main yardstick, because plot
ratios are highly variable.

We discuss these steps in turn below.

Sector to land use
7.4

Economic statistics and forecasts tell us nothing directly about employment space,
because they do not classify jobs according to the type of space they occupy. Rather,
the statistics split jobs into economic sectors (industries and services), according to
the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC). To estimate how many jobs will be based
in offices and industrial space, and how many in ‘non-B’ spaces such as retail
premises, schools and hospitals, we need to translate sectors into land uses.

7.5

As the starting point for this translation we recommend a method developed by Roger
Tym & Partners (now PBA) over a series of employment land reviews and tested in a
large-scale study of the Yorkshire and Humber region in 20104. To our knowledge
there is no other published empirical research on the relationship between activity
sectors and land uses.

7.6

The tables below show the sectors that are classified to industrial space and offices
respectively. The names and numbers that identify each activity sector are from the
UK Standard Classification of Economic Activities 2007 (SIC 2007)5.

4

Roger Tym & Partners with King Sturge for Yorkshire Forward, Planning for Employment Land: Translating Jobs
into Land, March 2010
5
http://www.businessballs.com/freespecialresources/SIC-2007-explanation.pdf
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Table 7.1 Industrial sectors
Manufacturing
Manufacturing and repairs

10-33

All manufacturing

95.00

Repair of computers and personal and
household goods

43.2

Electrical, plumbing and other construction
installation activities

Other industrial
Construction

Motor vehicle activities

Sewage and refuse disposal

Employment activities (part)

43.3

Building completion and finishing

43.9

Other specialised construction activities not
elsewhere specified (nec)

45.2

Maintenance and repair of motor vehicles

45.4

Sale, maintenance and repair of motor cycles
and related parts and accessories

37

Sewage

38

Waste collection, treatment and disposal
activities

78

Warehousing
Wholesale trade except of motor
vehicles and motorcycles

46

Freight transport by road

49.41

Removal services

49.42

Storage and warehousing

52.10

Other supporting land transport
activities

52.21

Cargo handling

52.24

Post and courier activities

53.00

Packaging activities

82.92

Employment activities (part)

78

Note
SIC 78, Employment Activities, covers workers employed through agencies in all activity sectors. They should be
redistributed across the whole economy, both to B-class sectors and other sectors, in proportion to each sector’s
share of total employment.
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Table 7.2 Office sectors
Office sectors
Publishing

58

Motion picture production activities

Motion picture, video and TV
programme activities

59.11

Motion picture ,video and TV programme
production activities

59.12

Motion picture ,video and TV programme postproduction activities

59.13
59.20

Motion picture, video and TV programme
distribution activities
Sound recording and music publishing
activities

Programming and broadcasting
activities

60

Computer programming, consultancy
and related activities

62

Information service activities

63

Financial service activities except
insurance and pension funding

64

Insurance, reinsurance and pension
funding except compulsory social
security

65

Activities auxiliary to financial services
and insurance activities

66

Real estate activities

68

Legal and accounting activities

69

Activities of head offices, management
consultancy activities

70.

Architectural and engineering activities,
technical testing and analysis

71

Scientific research and development

72

Advertising and market research

73

Other professional, scientific and
technical activities

74

Renting and leasing activities

77.40

Employment activities (part)

78

Security and investigation activities

80

Office admin, office support and other
business support activities

82

Public administration and defence;
compulsory social security

84.1

Administration of the State and the economic
and social policy of the community

84.3

Compulsory social security activities

Leasing of intellectual property and similar
products

Note
SIC 78, Employment Activities, covers workers employed through agencies in all activity sectors. They should be
redistributed across the whole economy, both to B-class sectors and other sectors, in proportion to each sector’s
share of total employment.
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7.7

On a technical note, most economic forecasts show around 20-30 broad activity
sectors, a much coarser-grained classification than the SIC sectors in the table
above. For example, the table counts as a B-space activity only part of the
Construction industry (SIC 43.2, 43.3 and 43.9), whereas forecasts typically show
only Construction as a whole (SIC 43). To estimate future employment in sub-sectors
such as SIC 43.2, we assume that the share of each sub-sector’s employment in its
‘parent’ sector stays constant.

7.8

There are two further technical difficulties with the relationship of sectors to land uses.
The first is that the line between production space (factories and workshops) and
warehousing is blurred. This is not surprising, because manufacturing and
warehousing largely occupy the same kinds of buildings, many units combine both
functions in proportions that vary over time, and smaller buildings are allowed to shift
between the two without planning permission.

7.9

In setting total land provision targets, therefore, factories, workshops and
warehouses, should be merged into a single ‘industrial’ category. This should not
cause any problems, because these uses operate in similar buildings and at similar
employment densities, except for very large units including strategic warehousing. In
areas where they form a significant part of the stock, these large units should be
allowed for separately.

7.10

The other problem with the tables is that some of the jobs which the table allocates to
industrial space are in fact in offices. These jobs are probably in administration, sales
and marketing functions of industrial and related businesses. A construction or
plumbing business, for example, will often have an office that deals with orders,
appointments, record-keeping and the like. In some cases this will be ancillary to an
industrial unit and therefore not count as office space, but in other cases it will be
free-standing. If the business is small, the office may be its only premises.

7.11

In total, the Yorkshire and Humber survey found that around one tenth of the jobs
which our method allocates to industrial space (factories, workshops and
warehouses) are in fact in offices. For a large area such as the region, this is too
small a proportion to distort land provision targets. But in some local authority areas,
especially the more highly urbanised, it is likely that the distortion is significant.
Employment land reviews should aim to correct these distortions, using local
knowledge to adjust the relationships shown in the tables above.

7.12

There are many other, place-specific factors why the sector-to-land-use relationships
in the tables above may be invalid. For example, in some places large business units
are assigned to the wrong sector or the wrong side of the local authority boundary. In
other places, particular sectors are untypical and do not occupy the kinds of space
that one would normally expect. In one local authority area in England, for example,
there are many jobs classified to Other Supporting Land Transport Activities, SIC
52.21, which normally would occupy warehousing in the local authority area. But in
this case most of the SIC 52.21 jobs relate to railway maintenance and the people
concerned work all over the country, mostly outdoors.
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7.13

Where such anomalies arise, close inspection of the numbers, combined with local
knowledge, should help correct the statistics and customise the sector-to-land-use
assumptions.

7.14

However, it is inevitable that sector-to-land-use relationships are less reliable for
small than larger areas. As the Yorkshire and Humber survey illustrated, the
relationships shown in our tables work very well for whole regions. But they are not
reliable for individual buildings or employment areas, and may not be reliable at local
authority level. This is one of the reasons why demand forecasts are more robust for
regions that individual local authority areas.

7.15

The Yorkshire and Humber report provides further information and advice on sectorto-land-use relationships.

Jobs to floorspace
7.16

The next step in demand forecasting is to translate jobs into employment floorspace,
using assumptions about employment densities, or floorspace per worker.

7.17

The standard source for these density assumptions is the HCA Employment Density
Guide, which was updated in 20156. The guide says that it is based on an extensive
literature and research review, but it provides virtually no references or sources,
which makes it impossible to judge its accuracy. It provides a wide range of
floorspace per worker estimates7, which may be summarised as follows:
Offices (net internal area)

10-13 sq m
except call centres 8 sq m

Light industrial (gross external area)

47 sq m

Industrial & manufacturing (gross internal area)

36 sq m

Storage & distribution (gross external area)

70-95 sq m

7.18

These figures are per full-time equivalent (FTE) worker. For offices, net internal area
(NIA) is typically around 85% of gross internal area, which is the measure generally
used in planning. In the employment land calculation, therefore, densities based on
NIA should be divided by 0.85.

7.19

One difficulty with the HCA densities is that they refer to quite narrow categories of
space, rather than offices or industrial space in general. The plan-maker typically will
not know how a site allocated for industrial uses, for example, may be divided
between light industry, ‘industrial and manufacturing’ and ‘storage and distribution’.

7.20

An alternative source of employment densities is the Yorkshire and Humber study
already referred to. That study has the disadvantage that it is quite old, and the
advantage that the basis of conclusions are clearly stated. This is the reverse of the
HCA study, which is recently published but provides no references, so we cannot tell
what dates its information relates to.

6
7

rd

HCA with GVA Grimley, Employment Density Guide 2015, November 2015 3 edition
See summary table on page 29.
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7.21

That study includes a detailed survey of business units in that region, and aggregate
analysis of all UK countries and English regions. It relates to floorspace per worker,
rather than FTE equivalents as the HCA study does.

7.22

For offices the 2010 study shows average floorspace per worker at 16 sq m net
internal area. This average seems fairly constant across regions. It is higher than
other estimates, which range down to around 10 sq m per worker. These alternative
figures are sometimes based on individual case studies and sometimes on standards,
or norms, which relate to ‘what should be’ rather than ‘what is’8. One explanation may
be that many old offices are used inefficiently; while new technology and new ways of
working are concentrated in new or refurbished offices – which are also the subject of
most research.

7.23

If this is correct, and given that offices are generally a growing sector, in planning
ahead it may be right to use a ratio below the current average. Based on the GLA
research, this may be as low as 12 sq m per worker.

7.24

Industrial floorspace per worker, in contrast to offices, varies widely between regions,
largely due to differences in industrial structure and the size and age of units, which
are mutually related. The table below summarises the 2010 findings.

Table 7.3 Estimated floorspace per worker, 2010
Region

Sq m / worker

East Midlands

61

East of England

53

London

40

North East

68

North West

61

South East

45

South West

51

Wes Midlands

65

Yorkshire and the Humber

67

Wales

65

England and Wales

57

Source: Roger Tym & Partners for Yorkshire Forward, op cit

7.25

The 2012 report suggests that high floorspace per worker is associated with large
units (factories as well as warehouses), and with the traditional industrial regions,
where such units are more prevalent. Across the UK, the lowest floorspace per

8

Much of the bottom-up evidence is reviewed in the London Office Policy reports published at two-year intervals
by the GLA. See for example Ramidus Consulting with Roger Tym & Partners, London Office Policy Review
2012, September 2012.
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worker is in London and South East England. The industrial figure of around 35 sq m,
which in the last 10 years has almost become the industry standard, is based on
surveys of these regions. The evidence suggests that other regions and countries
have much higher floorspace per worker.
7.26

The ratio of 67 sq m per worker should probably be used in relation to losses, to
translate employment decline into ‘negative demand’ for land. But for new space,
lower ratios may be appropriate, unless provision is expected to be in very large units
(typically strategic warehouses, although the evidence suggests that large factories
have just as high floorspace per worker). Based on earlier research, typical industrial
ratios are likely to be


Small units, less than 500 sq m 35 sq m per worker



Standard sheds, 500-999 sq m

40-50 sq m per worker



Big sheds, 1,000 sq m +

80-100 sq m per worker.

7.27

On average, the survey of Yorkshire and the Humber suggests that these figures are
the same for production (factories and workshops) and warehouses.

7.28

Within these broad parameters, assumptions about employment densities are a
matter of judgment and local knowledge. It is advisable to measure the range of
uncertainty by testing alternative scenarios to identify best and worst cases.

7.29

Further information and advice on employment densities is provided in the Yorkshire
and Humber report quoted earlier.

Floorspace to land
7.30

As the final stage in forecasting demand, the employment land review may translate
floorspace into site areas. This is an optional step. It is preferable, both in the study
and the development plan, to use floorspace rather than land area as the main
indicator of demand and supply for employment land. This is because plot ratios – the
sq m of floorspace that can be delivered on a hectare of land – vary widely, especially
for offices. The plot ratio for a multi-storey city centre building without car parking or
landscaping can be many times above that of a traditional out-of-town business park.
If the study uses fixed plot ratios, it will not be able to take account of these variations
and it will not properly estimate the potential impact of intensification on the demand
for land.

7.31

If the study forecasts demand in square metres of floorspace, then at the next stage
supply will need to be measured in the same terms. For development sites which do
not yet have planning permission, this requires estimates of development capacity.
For large sites, especially office sites, planning officers may be able to produce siteby-site estimates, taking account of local circumstances such as building heights and
car parking standards. For smaller sites, standard assumptions may be used.

7.32

For industry, warehousing and out-of-town offices, where no better information is
available, a default plot ratio of 40% (4,000 sq m of floorspace per ha of site area)
should be used. But in some cases plot ratios could be considerably higher.
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Examples include city or town centre offices, places where land supply is particularly
constrained, sites close to public transport nodes and certain new settlements.

Gross and net change
7.33

It is important to bear in mind that employment forecasts, and hence the demand
forecasts derived from them, relate to net change. Net change in employment (the
stock of jobs) is the difference between jobs lost and jobs gained. The net change in
the floorspace and land that these jobs occupy is the difference between floorspace
gained, mostly from new development, and floorspace lost, for example where
industrial sites are cleared and redeveloped for housing and other uses.

7.34

But for the purpose of the employment land review we need also to predict gross
demand, or gross gains – the total amount of land that the market requires for
employment. The difference between net and gross demand is the land lost to
employment, for example where industrial sites are redeveloped for housing. If there
are such losses, then if demand is to be met in full the net requirement needs to be
added to the land needed to replace the space lost.

7.35

To calculate the gross demand for land, therefore, it is necessary to add to the net
demand calculated earlier an estimate of the employment land that may be lost over
the plan period. Such losses include any negative planning commitments – losses of
employment land which may be implied by current planning permissions and
allocations. Another component of future losses is likely to be windfall losses, which
are not yet sanctioned by the planning system. The study should test the implications
of different levels of loss, taking account of the qualitative site appraisal discussed
earlier and also of the planning authorities’ wider priorities (it may be a priority, for
example, to redevelop certain sites for housing almost irrespective of their merits for
employment).

7.36

As a crude reality test, future demand scenarios – both net and gross –may be
compared with past take-up. This comparison may give useful indications of how
credible the forecast is, and it might provide the basis of an alternative downside or
upside scenario to be tested in the demand-supply analysis. Similarly, if the long-term
forecasts seem inconsistent with the market analysis provided earlier in the study, an
alternative ‘what-if’ scenario might be added as a test.
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8

PART B: SITE INVENTORY AND APPRAISAL

8.1

The employment land review needs to include a quantitative inventory and qualitative
audit of existing and proposed employment sites. This will feed directly into the
study’s conclusions, on whether any further land should be identified for employment
and whether any existing or committed employment sites should be transferred to
other uses.

8.2

Inevitably the site inventory and appraisal overlaps with site availability studies, on
which PAS is providing technical advice in separate notes. The two studies should be
coordinated so they share data and analysis.

Inventory
8.3

The inventory should cover:
Development sites, comprising land which will or may be developed or
redeveloped for employment (including mixed uses including employment), and
comprising:

i

-

Committed sites (or planning commitments, or planned supply), covering
outstanding development plan allocations and planning permissions for Bclass development. It is convenient also to include in this group vacant
(cleared) or derelict former employment sites which are safeguarded for
employment uses under current policy

-

Potential sites, comprising sites being proposed or considered for B class
development but which are not yet planning commitments
Existing employment sites

ii

8.4

Sites that provide usable employment floorspace, whether occupied or vacant.

For all these sites, the inventory should provide:


Site areas and (for sites which are built up) actual or estimated floorspace,
distinguishing between offices and industrial / warehouse space



Details of any outstanding planning commitments or proposals that involve a
change in employment floorspace – showing gross gains, gross losses and the
resulting net change for offices and industry / warehousing separately. Where the
floorspace to be provided is not known, the study should make estimates.

8.5

The above is essential information, because in the next stage of the analysis it will be
used to calculate the authority’s identified land supply and compare it with the
expected demand over the plan period.

8.6

Committed development sites comprise the land supply currently identified by the
planning system to accommodate change in B-class uses. It is a key purpose of the
review to compare this planned supply, or portfolio, with future requirements, to see if
it needs to be increased, reduced or modified.

8.7

As regards potential sites, it is less clear what should be included in the assessment.
Candidate sites and any outstanding planning applications should clearly be included.
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We may add development proposals which are being promoted or marketed by
developers, or mentioned in discussion by public bodies, but have no official planning
status as yet. It can be difficult and controversial to draw up, from these various
possibilities, a list of potential sites that the study should consider. The final decision
is for the local authority.
8.8

As well as ‘pure’ employment uses, the audit of development sites should include
sites proposed for mixed uses that include employment. The evidence base study
should try to estimate the likely nature and amount of employment space that each
mixed use is likely to include. It might use a minimum-maximum range, which can
feed into best-case and worst-case supply scenarios as discussed later.

8.9

Development sites and existing employment sites have one area of overlap: sites
which are already in employment use but are committed, proposed or under
consideration for redevelopment for employment or mixed uses that include
employment. These sites should be assessed as development sites (development
includes redevelopment), and their net capacity estimated as the new employment
floorspace to be provided less the existing employment floorspace to be lost.

8.10

In some places, an important source of new employment floorspace may be
intensification – increased floorspace on given sites and areas. Intensification
opportunities in effect are part of the land supply. In the proposed method, they
should appear either as redevelopment sites – where intensification is associated
with redevelopment – or as new development sites – where intensification takes the
form of new development filling gaps in existing employment sites or areas. In the
latter case, the plot of the proposed new development should be identified as a
development site, albeit it may be part of an existing employment area.

8.11

The inventory and appraisal of sites need to distinguish between different land uses,
or types of space. As discussed earlier, these uses should be broadly defined, to
comprise offices, industry, and possibly more specialist uses such as strategic
warehousing. In quantitative terms, this is important in that different uses have
different employment densities (sq m per worker): general industrial space, for
example, uses around twice as much floorspace per worker than offices.
Qualitatively, the distinction is important because different land uses have different
requirements. While general location criteria may be similar – accessibility, for
example, is important for all land uses – they apply differently to different uses, as we
discuss later in relation to the qualitative site appraisal.

8.12

In relation to development sites, therefore, the study needs to allocate each site to its
most likely or most suitable use. Where the site has detailed planning permission its
future use will be clear. But allocations and outline permissions may be no more
specific than’B1/B2/B8’. Alternatively, the site might be identified for class B1, but with
no distinction made between offices (B1a), research & development (B1b) and light
industrial uses. In these cases, the study team and the local authority should
determine whether to assign the site to offices, general industry or specialist strategic
warehousing. Alternatively, if a site seems equally suitable for more than one use, the
choice could be left open at this stage. Where this is the case, there should be
separate qualitative appraisals in relation to each use being considered.
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8.13

The sites inventory should be stored in a database, preferably linked to a
geographical information system (GIS) that records polygons (site boundaries). Once
the study is complete, the database could be maintained permanently as a monitoring
tool.

Appraisal
Overview
8.14

The evidence base study needs to provide qualitative appraisals both for
development sites and existing employment sites. For development sites, the
appraisal will help determine whether they should be identified for B-class
development in the new development plan. For existing employment sites, it will help
determine whether the plan should safeguard the sites for their current (or previous)
employment uses, or alternatively whether some are no longer suitable or needed for
employment and should be released for alternative uses.

8.15

Unlike the sites inventory, the qualitative appraisal does not need to cover all sites.
Large sites, and others which are strategically important – perhaps because they are
of exceptional quality – need to be carefully assessed. But for smaller sites the
qualitative appraisal may use a sample, or it may relate to areas such as industrial
estates or groups of estates, rather than individual plots. In line with national planning
policy, the development plan will include both site-specific policies and criteria-based
policies to cover sites not specifically named in the plan. The appraisal should be
fine-grained enough to inform both these kinds of policy, but it should avoid
disproportionate detail. Not only are too-detailed surveys wasteful, but when vast
amounts of information are collected the quality of that information tends to
deteriorate.

8.16

To appraise whether a site should be identified for employment use, the study needs
to consider two broad questions:

8.17



Market potential – the prospect that employment use will be delivered in practice



Policy considerations – wider environmental and socio-economic impacts of that
employment use.

Below, we discuss these questions in turn.

Market potential
8.18

Market potential is the likelihood that a site will remain, or become, developed and
occupied for its current or proposed employment use over a reasonable time period .
For this, a vacant or derelict site would first have to be developed to provide usable
buildings. On a site where there are vacant buildings, these buildings may be reoccupied as they are, or there may be redevelopment or refurbishment to provide
new space. In relation to a site that is currently occupied, the question is whether the
present occupiers are likely to remain; or, if it is likely that they will not, whether
alternative occupiers would come forward. Again, this could happen through
redevelopment or refurbishment or simply through re-use of existing buildings.
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8.19

A reasonable period is difficult to define and will vary with individual circumstances. A
large strategic site may legitimately take a long time to deliver, with development
starting after a number of years and continuing beyond the plan period. But for
smaller sites a reasonable time may be much shorter.

8.20

As noted earlier, methods for appraising market potential will vary between places
and market sectors. But five broad criteria will generally be relevant, as set out below.
i

Accessibility
The appraisal should consider accessibility both in relation to roads and public
transport.
With regards accessibility by road, a site assessed as good will be well connected
to the primary road network, and good secondary access from that network to the
site. Connectivity by road is an important (but not sole) consideration when
assessing a site’s accessibility to labour markets and the ease with which goods
can be distributed to and from manufacturing and distribution facilities. In relation
to offices, sites which are readily accessible to labour will have greater appeal than
more isolated opportunities. For industrial uses, the main issue is the transport of
goods rather than people; goods vehicles should be able to access the site
efficiently and without causing disturbance in residential areas. Strategic
distribution warehousing typically needs to be close to motorways or primary
routes.

ii

Accessibility by public transport is particularly relevant to large office
developments, which employ large numbers of people, and to urban areas. A site
assessed as good will have a railway station or bus stop in easy walking distance,
with frequent services throughout the day. The range and frequency of services
are important factors. In the distribution sector, goods may be transported by rail or
water, and operators that use these modes will need to be near specialist freight
facilities.
Internal environment

iii

A site assessed as good under this criterion will be flat and regular-shaped. An
industrial site should have easy vehicle access, including for goods vehicles –
which may be small vans, large vans or HGVs – and space for servicing. Larger
sites, and those destined for higher-value uses, will be visually prominent.
External environment
A site assessed as good on this criterion will be close to land uses which are
similar to, or compatible with, its proposed employment use. If a general industrial
site, for example, it may adjoin other industrial uses and be removed from
residential areas. If a science or technology park, it may be close to a higher
educational or research establishment. Generally, the visual quality of the
surroundings has a more significant bearing in office than industrial markets.
Attractive outlooks and freedom from noise and other disturbances are prerequisites of a good quality office scheme. For office sites, proximity to facilities –
shopping, restaurants, banks etc. – is also important, as is availability and speed of
broadband connectivity.
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iv

Local opportunities

v

Other things being equal, a site is more likely to be taken up if the commercial
property market in its immediate locality is especially tight, or if it benefits from
particular opportunities. For example, there may be known interest from a
particular sector or an individual large occupier, or supply-chain opportunities
created by a large company moving in nearby. Conversely, a site’s prospects
could be adversely affected by an oversupply of space in the locality or the
economic aftermath of a plant closure, for example. The site appraisal should take
account of such factors, whether positive or negative.
Constraints
Finally, in relation to development sites the appraisal should consider any supplyside obstacles which stand in the way of the site being taken up. Constraints may
be physical, such as ground conditions, land contamination, flood risk or
inadequate transport infrastructure. They may also be institutional such as multiple
ownerships or unwilling landowners. To relieve constraints, the developer may
have to incur abnormal costs (piling, decontamination, flood defences), which
mean that values have to be higher to make development viable. Alternatively the
solution may depend on the public sector or utilities providers, for example to build
new roads or expand service capacity.
In relation to constraints, the best-rated sites will be those that are immediately
available for development, without significant abnormal costs. The worst-rated
sites are those where relieving constraints needs investment beyond what the
market can deliver, and the necessary public intervention is not forthcoming.

8.21

Under each criterion, as well as the present situation the site assessment should take
account of any prospects for future improvement. There may be changes in the
pipeline that will make the site more attractive or more viable, such as infrastructure
investment or regeneration initiatives, or the study itself may identify opportunities for
improvement.

8.22

In the site appraisal, both the different criteria and overall market potential may be
formally graded, perhaps on a three-point or five-point scale. But the final score
cannot be produced mechanically, by adding up or averaging the earlier scores. The
issues are too complicated for that. To take a view on a site’s market potential
requires judgment.

8.23

One reason for this is that, although the same broad criteria are relevant to all
employment land uses, they apply differently to different uses and in different places.
For example, as mentioned earlier, good accessibility for a strategic distribution park
might mean immediate motorway access; while for a small industrial estate it could
mean a secondary road which is not too narrow or too congested.

8.24

In judging market potential, it is sometimes assumed that the best sites are the most
prestigious ones, such as high-value office parks or science / research parks. But this
may be quite wrong, depending on the balance of the property market in particular
places and at particular times. In many areas prime office property and prestige sites
are heavily oversupplied, while basic, fit-for-purpose industrial units are in high
demand and viable. Where the earlier market analysis shows this to be the case,
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sites in secondary locations, with relatively poor accessibility and prominence, may
have greater market potential than prime sites. The translation from individual criteria
scores to the overall assessment should be moderated to take account of this.
8.25

So far we have been discussing the site appraisal in relation to development sites.
The same criteria apply to existing employment sites. But for existing sites the
assessment needs also to take account of the quality and condition of existing
buildings. If a site is occupied by obsolete buildings, then it should be assessed
similarly to a development site. In contrast, a site that still provides serviceable
buildings may be viable at much lower rents, because the cost of providing it for
employment use only needs to cover the management and maintenance of these
existing buildings. This needs to be taken into account when individual criteria are
translated into overall market potential. Many existing employment sites which could
not be viably developed today are perfectly viable as going concerns - provided we
leave aside ‘hope values’ based on the possibility that the site may be released for
higher-value uses.

Policy considerations
8.26

Under this heading, the site appraisal needs to consider both positive and negative
impacts of employment use on a site.

8.27

With regard to positive impacts, it is neither helpful nor possible for planning to
measure the benefits of economic development, or to demonstrate that such
development is worthwhile. Rather, the task of the site appraisal is to identify any
special contribution that employment uses at specific sites may make to policy
objectives: Examples include:


Economic supply-side benefits from clustering, technological progress or
innovation



Social benefits from jobs and physical regeneration in disadvantaged areas



Environmental benefits from supporting low-carbon industries, and more widely
from spatial strategies that reduce travel by car.

8.28

In relation to existing employment sites, adverse impacts often relate to residential
amenity, particularly where industrial uses are close to housing or other sensitive
uses. In many cases this will be a key argument in favour of releasing sites to other
uses. In relation to new development, there may be adverse impacts on nature
conservation, flood risk, landscape and many other issues. These issues relate to
development in general, rather than economic development in particular, and are
considered in many sections of the NPPF and PPG. The employment land review
needs to identify these issues, based on environmental designations and existing
technical evidence.

8.29

Below, we provide two site appraisal templates, relating to development sites and
existing employment sites respectively. These are intended as examples, not rigid
templates. Each employment land review will design its own approach, depending on
the policy context and the earlier market analysis – which will show what kinds of
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space are in demand and viable in different places and different sectors of the
market.

Figure 8.1 Site appraisal example: existing sites
Question
1 Assessor
2 Date
Basic facts
3 Site ID
Site name
4 Site name
5 Site address
6 Map ref
7 Brief description
8 Site area, ha
9 Built floorspace, sq m
10 Number of units (approx)
11 Main employment land use
Planning
12 Any planning policy designations
Any relevant planning history
13

Coding
Write
Write
Write
Write
Add photo
Write
Write
Write
Write
Write
Write
Write

Office

Mixed B uses

Other

2 good

3 reasonable

4 poor

5 very poor

2 good

3 reasonable

4 poor

5 very poor

2 good

3 reasonable

4 poor

5 very poor

2 good

3 reasonable

4 poor

5 very poor

2 good

3 reasonable

4 poor

5 very poor

2 low

3 middling

4 high

5 100%

2 Likely

3 Hard to tell

4 Unlikely

5 No

2 Likely

3 Hard to tell

4 Unlikely

5 No

Write

14 Is the site in the floodplain?
15 Part of a regeneration area or other priority area? If Yes, specify.
Strategic accessibility
16 Describe - proximity to Mway/principal roads
17 Score
Local access
18 Describe - e.g. visibility splays, new road access
19 Score
Public transport access
20 Describe - e.g. station, bus stops
21 Score
External environment
22 Describe - prominence, compatibility of surrounding uses, access to amenities, etc
23 Score
Internal environment
24 Describe - layout, parking, servicing, landscaping etc
25 Score
Market signals
26 Main occupiers and activities
27 Vacancy - describe / comment
28 Vacancy - agent details
29 Vacant floorspace if known, sq m
30 Vacant land (undeveloped or cleared plots), ha
31 Vacancy - score
32 Current rental value or asking rent if known
33 Any recent investment on the site (development / refurb)? If Yes, describe
Other market intelligence - e.g. marketing history, competing supply nearby, occupiers
34
known to be moving in or out
Development opportunities
35 Opportunities for redevelopment / intensification / extension for current use
36 Any constraints on redevelopment / intensification / extension
Conclusion: market potential

Write

37 Going forward, if the site is safeguarded for its current use will it be occupied/well used?

1 Yes

38 Reasons / comments
Current use - impact
39 Any adverse impacts of existing use on neighbours or the environment
Market potential for comprehensive redevelopment?
40 For another employment use?
41 For alternative or mixed use?
Recommendation
42 Should the site be safeguarded for its existing employment use?
43 Reasons / comments
44 Any further advice

Write
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Strategic whsg

Write
Write
Write
Write
1 excellent
Write
1 excellent
1 excellent
1 excellent
Write
1 excellent

Write
Write
Write
1 Nil

Write £/sq ft and any comment

Write

Write
Write

1 Definitely

Write
Write
Yes

Maybe / depends No

Write
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Figure 8.2 Site appraisal example: development sites
Question
Assessor
Date
Basic facts
Site ID
Site name

Coding
Write
Write
Write
Write
Add photo

Site address
Map ref
Brief description
Site area, ha
Current use
If currently vacant, previous use
Proposed employment land use
Planning
Is the site formally identified for employment? If yes, give
details
Any relevant planning history
Is the site in the floodplain?
Any other policy designations
Strategic accessibility
Describe - proximity to Mway/principal roads
Score
Local access
Describe - e.g. visibility splays, new road access
Score
Public transport access
Describe - e.g. station, bus stops
Score
External environment
Describe - prominence, compatibility of surrounding uses,
access to amenities, etc
Score
Internal environment
Describe - any problems with shape, gradient, boundary etc?
Score
Market signals
Evidence of developer / occupier interest? Describe
Other market evidence
E.g. local competition, extent and success of similar
developments in the market area, local rent levels
Conclusion: market potential
If the site is offered to the market for its proposed employment
use, free of supply-side constraints, will it be successfully
developed and occupied?
Reasons / comments
Supply-side constraints
Any constraints, physical (e.g. ground conditions,
infrastructure) or other (e.g. ownership, policy)
Score
Impact
Any adverse impacts of the proposed employment use on
neighbours or the environment
Market potential for alternative uses
For another employment use?
For alternative or mixed use?
RECOMMENDATION
Should the site be safeguarded for its proposed employment
use?
Reasons / comments
Any further advice

Write
Write
Write
Write
Write
Write
Write

Strategic warehousing Office

Mixed B uses

Other

2 good

3 reasonable

4 poor

5 very poor

2 good

3 reasonable

4 poor

5 very poor

2 good

3 reasonable

4 poor

5 very poor

2 good

3 reasonable

4 poor

5 very poor

2 good

3 reasonable

4 poor

5 very poor

2 Likely

3 Hard to tell

4 Unlikely

5 No

4 Major constraints solution will need
intervention not yet
committed
4 Unlikely

5 Absolute constraints
- unlikely to be
resolved in plan period

Write
Write
Write
Write
1 excellent
Write
1 excellent
Write
1 excellent

Write
1 excellent

Write
1 excellent
Write
Write

1 Yes
Write

Write
1 No constraints - site 2 Constraints likely to
immediately available be resolved by market
or intervention already
committed
1 Yes
2 Likely
3 Hard to tell

5 No

Write
Write

Yes

Maybe / depends

No

Write

8.30

The appraisal should come to

8.31

Based on the assessments of market potential and policy contribution the study
should provide initial or first-draft verdicts on individual sites and areas. For existing
employment sites/area, this will say whether:
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The site, should it come forward for redevelopment, may be considered for
release to other uses, depending on the overall supply-demand balance and on
market conditions at the time



The site, should it come forward for redevelopment, should be released for other
uses.

8.32

Allocated and potential development sites should be similarly divided into those that
should be definitely identified for an employment use, those that may or may not be
identified depending on circumstances, and those that should definitely not be
identified for employment.

8.33

Before these emerging recommendations can be finalised, the study needs to widen
its focus from consideration of individual sites to assess the land portfolio overall, in
terms of quantity, qualitative mix and geographical distribution. This is the subject of
the next section.
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9

PART B: DEMAND AND SUPPLY IN THE LONG
TERM

9.1

At this stage the study should calculate total gross supply, based on the sites
inventory and audit, and compare it with the gross demand, to assess the future
balance of the market. Separate ‘balance sheets’ are needed for industrial space and
offices.

9.2

The table below shows a simple example of a market balance calculation. In this
case, to meet the objectively assessed need in full the authority should identify
additional sites to accommodate some 63,000 sq m of office space.

Table 9.1 Demand supply balance for offices: example
Floorspace Change (sqm)
DEMAND
Demand (net change)
Committed losses
(sites started and with extant permissions for other uses)
Outstanding Prior Approvals
Gross demand

Sqm GIA
84,400
-33,240
-23,035
140,675

SUPPLY
Surplus vacant floorspace
Outstanding permissions

7,500
47,985

Outstanding allocations

22,000

Committted gross supply

77,485

FORECAST MARKET BALANCE - 2015-2030
Over (under) supply

-63,190

Source: PBA

9.3

As well as committed and potential development sites, the calculation above takes
account of the market balance at the base date (the start date of the plan), measured
by the amount of vacant space at that date. For this, it starts by assuming a normal
or equilibrium vacancy rate, typically around 7.5%. Any vacant space on the market
over and above that normal rate is entered in the table as a positive amount, showing
that there is surplus capacity in the existing built stock. Conversely, if the actual
vacant and available space is less than 7.5%, the resulting deficit enters the
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calculation as a negative number. This shows that the market is undersupplied and
additional space is needed to balance it.
9.4

If the base date of the employment land review is in the past, the calculation also
needs to build in the net change in employment land (gains minus losses) between
that base date and the present time. For simplicity this is not shown in the example
above.

9.5

As a final technical point, the study should allow for choice and competition in the
demand-supply relationship. In our opinion, the best method is a simple one, similar
to that already used for housing: authorities should ensure that at any one time they
have enough available (unconstrained) land to meet the gross provision target for
each employment use (including the land required to replace future losses) over the
next five years .

9.6

It will usually be helpful to create alternative scenarios to explore the range of
uncertainty regarding future supply. Thus, the study may test alternative assumptions
about potential future windfalls, especially as regards opportunities for redevelopment
and intensification, bearing in mind that employment-to-employment redevelopments
are seldom identified as formal allocations in development plans. Alternative
scenarios may also test the implications of those committed sites which are subject to
constraints not coming forward in the planning period.

9.7

The next step in the analysis is to compare demand and supply under different
scenarios, drawing conclusions about total quantities of land for offices, industry and
warehousing. This aggregate analysis will show, under different sets of assumptions,
whether there is a need for more land to be identified, or alternatively if some land
already in use or allocated for employment may or should be released for other uses.

9.8

After the study is completed, authorities should continuously monitor planning
permissions, prior approvals and actual development to obtain an accurate picture of
changing land supply. Based on these data and the long-term demand forecast in
the ELR, the supply-demand balance should be rolled forward annually and the
results used to inform development management decisions.
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10

PART B: EMPLOYMENT SITES AND AREAS

10.1

At this stage the study should bring together the quantitative and qualitative analyses
above, to make recommendations about specific sites and areas. For this it will
consider both the quantity of land – to ensure if possible that the objectively assessed
need is met in full – and its qualitative mix – to ensure that the sites identified for
employment uses are in demand and viable for these uses.

10.2

The study’s recommendations should allow for flexibility, so the plan can deal with
uncertainty and change. For smaller sites, a criteria-based approach is usually
preferable to site-specific policies. It is generally helpful for safeguarding criteria to
include a market test, because the employment land review cannot capture the full
specific circumstances of each individual site, and in any case market conditions will
change over the plan period.

10.3

Another caveat is that the employment land evidence base cannot settle priorities
between different land uses. The study will have nothing to say about the demand or
need for alternative uses. Where there are conflicting demands for sites, it will be for
the planning authority to judge if need for housing for example outweighs that for
employment, or vice-versa.

10.4

As part of the final stage of the study, and preparatory to drawing final conclusions, it
is very helpful to hold a consultation event that tests the study’s emerging findings
and recommendations. The stakeholders should include property developers,
landowners and agents, representatives of occupier businesses and public agencies.
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11

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

11.1

In summary, the economic evidence base study should provide advice as follows.
The whole economy
i

Expected employment change over the plan period, by broad sector

ii

The main opportunities for economic growth over the period, across all sectors of
the economy

iii

An overview of the land that will be required to realise these opportunities.

Employment land – industrial and offices
iv The quantity of employment land setting out the net change in employment land
and floorspace that the plan should provide
v

Site-specific policies / allocations, advising on:
-

Existing employment sites;

-

Committed development sites;

-

If appropriate, new sites to be allocated for employment;

vi One or more criteria-driven policies to cover those sites which will not be identified
individually in the plan;
vii Advice on any positive intervention that may be required to encourage economic
development and help bring forward sites
viii Monitoring and review.

11.2

Where the study recommends that new employment sites be identified, it should be
careful not to pre-empt later stages of the planning process. After completion of the
ELR, more potential sites may come forward, and there will be more advanced testing
of proposed allocations, providing more detail on site-specific issues like development
constraints. Pending this more detailed consideration of individual sites, it may be
appropriate for the study to recommend areas of search, rather than specific sites.

11.3

One issue that policy needs to address is the demand for ‘non-employment uses’ –
that is, non-B – uses in employment areas. There are many proposals in industrial
estates for places of worship, gyms, nurseries and the like, partly attracted by
relatively low land prices. It is often argued that such uses provide jobs just as the B
uses do, and therefore there is no reason to exclude them from employment areas.
This is reasonable, it must also remembered that the jobs provided by a church or
gym do not count against the B space requirement estimated in the employment land
review. Therefore, if part of the land supply allocated for B space uses is developed
for a church or gym, if the target for B class uses is to be met then equivalent
capacity for B space uses should be made available elsewhere.

11.4

The final section, on monitoring and review, should assess the authority’s existing
arrangements for collecting and analysing monitoring data and advise on any
improvements needed. Authorities should continuously monitor all changes involving
gain or loss of employment space, comprising:
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11.5

11.6



Planning allocations and permissions;



Prior approvals for loss or changes within B class uses;



Development (implementation), based on construction starts, completions or both.
This should include implementation of prior approvals.

Monitoring records should:


Cover both floorspace and land area;



Cover both gains and losses;



Distinguish between the different employment land uses as discussed earlier;



Include monitoring of market signals, such as vacancies, rentals or values and
development viability for different employment uses in different parts of the
authority.

These data will inform planning decisions, and in due course will feed into the next
evidence base study and development plan review.
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The National Planning Policy Framework
For economic development, as for housing and other land uses, the guiding principle
of national planning policy is the presumption in favour of sustainable development.
As set out at paragraph 14 of the Framework, this says that local plans should
positively seek opportunities to meet the development needs of their area, and those
needs should be met in full unless the adverse impact of doing so would significantly
and demonstrably outweigh the benefits, or specific policies in the Framework
indicates that development should be restricted.
Other parts of the Framework reinforce this central principle and expand on its
practical implications. Provisions which bear specifically on our present topic include:


Planning should to all it can positively to support sustainable economic growth. It
should not act as an impediment to such growth. Significant weight should be
placed on this objective throughout the planning system (paragraph 19).



This principle applies equally to rural areas. In these areas planning should
support sustainable development for all types of business activity, both through
well-designed new build and conversion of existing buildings. Activities specifically
mentioned are development and diversification of agricultural / land-based
businesses, tourism and leisure, and the retention of local services and
community facilities in villages (paragraph 28).



Local Plans should(paragraph 21):
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-

Set out a clear economic vision and strategy for their area

-

Identify strategic sites, or set criteria to help identify other sites, for
development in line with that strategy

-

Support existing business sectors and where possible plan for new or
emerging sectors likely to locate in their area;

-

In particular, plan positively for clusters or networks of knowledge-driven,
creative or high-technology industries

-

Identify priority areas for economic regeneration, infrastructure provision and
environmental enhancement

-

Avoid the long-term protection of sites allocated for employment uses where
there is no reasonable prospect of their being used for that purpose

-

Facilitate flexible working practices such as mixing business uses with
housing.

The plans should be supported by an evidence base that (paragraph 160):
-

Assesses needs for land and floorspace, both quantitative and qualitative, for
all foreseeable types of economic activity over the plan period (the
Framework particularly mentions the needs of the food production industry)

-

Reflects a clear understanding of business needs

-

Is based on close work with the business community to understand their
needs and also identify and address barriers to investment, including lack of
housing, infrastructure or viability (paragraph 160).
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This evidence is the subject of the present advice note. The PPG provides more
detailed guidance about it, which we summarise in the next section. Later we
supplement this guidance with our own advice.


Local authorities should work strategically across local boundaries, and in
particular:
-

In building evidence bases, collaborate with neighbouring and county
authorities and Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs) (paragraph 160)

-

In policy-making, co-ordinate strategic priorities across boundaries and
accommodate the needs of neighbouring authorities that do not have enough
sustainable capacity in their own areas (paragraphs 179-180).

National Planning Policy Guidance
The National Planning Policy Guidance (PPG) provides further detail on the needs
assessment mentioned at paragraph 160 of the Framework. This is found under three
headings:
-

The approach to assessing need (paragraphs 002-007) sets out general
principles

-

Scope of assessments (paragraphs 008-013) deals with the geographies that
should the assessments should cover

-

Methodology: assessing [need for] economic and town centre uses (paragraphs
031-034) describes the assessment process.

Below, we summarise these sections in turn.

The approach to assessing need
The first sub-section covers both housing and economic development. It makes three
main points about the objective assessment of development needs:

9



The assessment should take no account of constraints on development, such as
the availability of land, viability of development, infrastructure or environmental
impacts. These factors should be considered when setting policy targets but they
have no bearing on need9.



Local planning authorities are strongly recommended to use the standard method
set out later in the Guidance. Any departures from that method should be justified
in terms of specific local circumstances10.



Authorities should join forces with neighbours, in line with the Duty to Co-operate,
so that assessments of development needs cover market areas that straddle local
authority boundaries. ‘This is because needs are rarely constrained precisely by...
administrative boundaries.’’

Reference ID: 2a-004-20140306
Reference ID: 2a-006-20140306

10
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-

For employment (B-class) uses, these are functional economic market areas;
the next sub-section adds that for town centre uses authorities should use
trade draw areas11.

-

Where joint assessments are not practical due to different plan-making
timetables, single-authority assessments may be acceptable; in that case
authorities should refer to neighbours’ evidence bases; and future timetables
should be co-ordinated so that assessments are undertaken jointly

For economic development, paragraph 007 suggests that the relevant area is the
‘functional economic market area’; paragraph 008 adds that for main town centre
uses it is the area of trade draw.

Scope of assessments
The Guidance introduces functional economic market areas (FEMAs) as follows:
‘The geography of commercial property markets should be thought of in terms of the
requirements of the market in terms of the location of premises and the spatial factors
used in analysing demand and supply often referred to as the functional economic
market areas.’
The above sentence conveys a broad suggestion that FEMAs are a way of analysing
market geography, but does not tell us what a FEMA is or why it is useful. The PPG
does not consider these questions further, but goes on to discuss how the boundaries
of FEMAs should be drawn, noting that’ ‘since patterns of economic activity vary from
place to place there is no standard approach’. It lists a series of factors which ‘it is
possible’ to take into account, comprising Local Economic Partnership boundaries,
travel-to-work areas, housing market areas, flows of goods, services and information,
service market for consumers, catchment areas of social and cultural facilities and the
transport network.

Methodology for assessing economic and town centre uses11
The guidance on assessing needs is shorter and less specific for economic
development than housing. Although the title of the section refers to the whole
economy and town centre uses, the sub-titles only cover ‘employment’ or ‘business’
uses – a term which is not officially defined, but by convention refers to the B Use
Classes, comprising industry, warehousing, offices and research and development.
The Guidance lists requirements that the needs assessment should meet, including
types of evidence, data sources and conclusions (outputs). But it does not provide a
logical framework or step-by-step process to show how different streams of evidence
should be analysed and combined to produce conclusions. The lists are set out under
five headings, as summarise below.


How should the current situation be assessed?

11

These passages suggest that main town centre uses are not ‘economic development’. By contrast, the
Framework (Glossary) says that economic development includes main town centre uses such as retail. We
discuss the definition of economic development in Appendix B below.
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This section calls for a review of recent trends and the current situation,
presumably to set the context for the analysis of future needs. There is a long list
of factors that should be reviewed, covering demand (business requirements,
recent take-up), supply (the existing stock of employment land, recent
development, employment land lost to other uses, physical / ownership
constraints) and the balance between the two (rental values, land values,
evidence of oversupply and market failure).


How should employment land be analysed?
This section suggests a broad logical structure for the assessment of future need.
It suggests that the study should estimate the future demand for land and
floorspace, based on projections and forecasts, and compare it with supply. It
adds that demand and supply should be broken down into market segments,
which may relate to geographical sub-areas and /or types of property and
occupier (offices, general business, warehousing, ‘specialist economic uses’).



How should future trends be analysed?
What type of employment land is needed?
In these sections the Guidance expands on the requirements summarised above.
It specifies that forecasts of need should be both quantitative (floorspace and
numbers of units) and qualitative (characteristics of sites), and it should be broken
down by sectors. It also lists types of evidence that should be considered,
comprising forecasts or projections of labour demand and labour supply, analysis
of past take-up, consultations, studies of business trends and monitoring of
statistics.



How should employment land requirements be derived?
Finally the Guidance explains that to translate employment forecasts into land
requirements involves four relationships: industrial sectors to land-use classes,
industrial sectors to type of property, employment to floorspace (employment
density) and floorspace to site area (plot ratio).

In the main text of this note we propose a study method that includes all these
required elements and fits them into a logical framework. Here, to complete our
review of the policy background we discuss Permitted Development Rights.

Permitted Development Rights
The government between 2013 and 15 introduced a number of temporary changes to
Permitted Development Rights, allowing buildings to change use without planning
permission, subject to a ‘prior approval’ process. In relation to employment land the
most important is the permitted change from B1a offices to C3 residential use,
introduced in 2013. Some areas are exempt from this right, comprising the whole of
the City of London and the London Borough of Kensington & Chelsea, plus parts of
14 other local authority areas. A number of other authorities have sought to protect
office space through Article 4 directions that reintroduce the need for planning
permission for office-to-residential conversions in selected areas.
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In October 2015 the Government announced that the right would be made
permanent, and confirmed that the existing exemptions would expire at the end of
May 2019. For authorities who wish to safeguard office space the only method will be
Article 4 directions.
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Introduction
In this Appendix we discuss three terms which are central to government policy and
guidance but are not defined in either the NPPF or PPG. These terms are ‘economic
development’, ‘need’ and the ‘functional economic market area. We aim to establish working
definitions of these terms, based on close reading of the Framework and Guidance together
with related documents.

Economic development
Before we assess economic development needs, we should be clear what economic
development is. The glossary at Annex 2 of the NPPF provides a brief definition as follows:
‘Development, including those within the B Use Classes, public and community uses and
main town centre uses (but excluding housing development).’
This helpfully clarifies that ‘development’ should be understood in its planning sense, broadly
speaking to the construction and change of use of land and buildings12. This differs from
everyday use, in which ‘economic development’ means economic growth and prosperity, with
no particular reference to land and buildings. The glossary definition also suggests (though it
does not say) that the list of sectors (the B Use Classes, public and community uses etc)
refers to the end use of the buildings concerned.
However the glossary definition does not clearly specify what these end uses are, partly
because the word ‘include’ suggests that the list provided is not comprehensive. The
Glossary makes it clear that economic end uses are not restricted to the B-class uses,
traditionally labelled by planners ‘employment’ or ‘business’. It definition clearly covers all
public services, including education and health (at least when provided by the public sector?)
and those market (private sector) services which are classified as main town centre uses,
such as retail. But there are areas of economic activity whose status is not specified, such as
agriculture, the extractive industries, privately owned infrastructure and utilities, energy
generation, transport, those market services which are not main town centre uses, and sui
generis activities such as car showrooms.
These omissions are not trivial, because many of the activities not mentioned are major
users of land and major contributors to economic growth and prosperity. Planning should aim
to provide the land that they demand. If it does not, it will be placing impediments to
economic growth, contrary to paragraph 19 of the NPPF.
Thus, if planning is to support sustainable economic growth rather than constrain it, it should
respond positively to demand for land from all economic activities, subject of course to an
area’s sustainable development capacity. Hence, when the plan-maker sets out an economic
vision and strategy which positively encourages economic growth, as required by paragraph
21 of the Framework, it should have regard to all these activities.

12

This definition is set out in Section 55 of the Town and Country Planning Act and quoted at paragraph 001 of
the PPG.
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This seems clearly what the NPPF has in mind, though it is not explicitly stated in the
Glossary entry quoted earlier. As a clearer, working definition of economic development,
therefore, we would propose:
‘Development of land and buildings whose end use is economic activity, as listed the ONS
Standard Industrial Classification of Economic Activities. Economic activity comprises all
production, distribution and exchange of all goods and services – that is, all the activities that
directly generate wealth and income and provide jobs, as listed in the Standard Industrial
Classification.
This definition is fully consistent with the NPPF glossary, while providing additional
clarification. But the PPG’s advice on needs assessment takes a different approach. That
approach is not explicitly stated and it is not consistent across different parts of the
Guidance, as mentioned earlier. But by broad implication the Guidance splits economic land
uses into three categories:
i

The B-class uses, comprising industry, warehousing, offices and research and
development, also known as employment or business uses

ii

Main town centre uses, broadly covering retail, leisure and culture, plus B1 offices

iii

The rest of the economy, which includes health and education services, energy and
infrastructure and many other activities.

Different parts of the Guidance take different approaches to these categories:
a)

General principles (the needs assessment should set aside supply-side constraints,
planning authorities should cooperate across administrative by implication) apply to the
whole economy.

b)

As regards the geographies that the assessment should cover, the Guidance says that
FEMAs should be used for the B class and trade draw areas for town centre uses. (It
does not say what to do with offices, which are part of both categories; common sense
suggests that they belong with the B-class uses.) It provides advice on defining FEMAs
but not trade draw areas. On the rest of the economy it is silent.

c)

In relation to needs assessment methods the Guidance only covers the B-class uses, as
noted earlier. It says nothing about main town centre uses or the rest of the economy
(main town centre uses are dealt with in another section of the Guidance, though without
reference to assessing needs).

There is a possible logic behind this approach, though the Guidance does not state it
explicitly:
a)

The general principles in the guidance follow directly from the Framework, which does
deal with the whole economy as discussed earlier.

b)

In relation to geography, the B class and consumer services are the only land uses for
which standard methods have been developed. Other economic land uses also have
impacts and areas of search that extend beyond administrative boundaries, but may not
lend themselves to such formal analysis.

c)

As regards needs assessment, different methods are appropriate for different land uses:
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- The B-class assessment, hitherto known as an employment land review, before the
NPPF and PPG was covered by the Employment Land Review Guidance Note
(Office of the Deputy Prime Minister, 2004).
- In regard to main town centre uses, tried and tested methods for retail and leisure
assessments have been established over the years and were previously covered by
the Planning for Town Centres practice guidance (ODPM, 2009).
- Other economic land uses are dealt with in different ways. Thus, schools and primary
medical care are planned for as part of housing developments. Large-scale service
establishments, such as universities, hospitals and tourism projects, are planned for
individually. Major infrastructure projects are also planned for individually, and if they
are of national importance are covered by a special consent regime.
The scope of our own advice is guided by the coverage of the Framework and Guidance. To
comply with these documents, the economic evidence supporting a Local Plan should
contain:


An overview of the whole economy, to help inform the plan’s economic vision and
strategy



A definition of the functional economic market areas (FEMA), relating to the B-class land
uses



An assessment of the need (demand) for the B-class uses over the plan period,
preferably covering the FEMA as a whole.

To comply with the NPPF the evidence base should also cover the development needs of
other economic activities, which include the main town centre uses and many others. But the
PPG is silent on these other uses and the scope of our brief does not cover them either,
though we do discuss them briefly in the context of economic vision and strategy.

Need
As discussed in Volume 1 of these notes, the concept of housing need is a keystone of the
new planning system, yet it is not defined in either the NPPF or PPG. This is confusing,
because the term has at least two meanings. Most of the time ‘need’ is used as a normative
term, or value judgment, which denotes what ought to be (social need or aspiration, the
housing that people ought to have). But it may also be a positive term, denoting what is
(demand, or the housing that people can afford and builders will build, provided that the
planning authority allows enough development land).
The PPG uses ‘need’ in both these senses, in different sections. This makes planning for
housing complicated, because it is hard to tell whether it should identify enough land to meet
need-as-aspiration, or only to meet need-as-demand.
In relation to economic development the issue is more straightforward. The concept of needas-aspiration, or social need, is less relevant. It may be possible to define an aspirational or
social need for industrial / commercial space, perhaps based on the numbers of jobs that
would keep the local population in work. But the amount of space that is actually built will be
determined by market forces, because the bulk of development for economic land uses is
market development, undertaken by commercial operators for profit. (There is also an
‘affordable workspace’ sector, where subsidised industrial / commercial space is provided in
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response to social need, but it is not comparable in scale to affordable housing, nor is it
financed by a levy on market development as affordable housing is.)
In relation to economic land uses, therefore it seems clear how planning should proceed. It
should identify enough development land to meet demand (subject of course to an area’s
sustainable capacity). That demand is the land and floorspace that business occupiers want
and can afford, at prices or rents at which developers and landowners (including the ‘social’
sector) want and can afford to provide it. If the planning authority identifies that land, it will be
supporting economic growth and not constraining the level of development, as the
Framework requires. But the authority should not identify additional development land to
meet social need however defined, because if there is no effective demand for that land it will
remain vacant.
To sum up, in relation to economic land uses development need is synonymous with the
effective demand for land. It means the land that would be viably developed and occupied if
the planning authority did not restrict development. In developing a method to assess need
this definition is an essential starting point, because it tells us what we trying to measure. In
particular, it means that analysis of property markets, including values and viability, should
play a large role in the needs assessment.

The functional economic market area (FEMA)
As noted earlier, the PPG advises that needs assessments for employment (B-class and
similar) uses should relate to Functional Economic Market Areas (FEMAs), but does not say
what FEMAs are or why plan-makers should use them. These questions are answered in an
earlier CLG note, titled Functional Economic Areas13, on which the PPG’s discussion of
FEMAs is obviously based. The note explains why FEMAs are useful:
‘Economic flows often overlap local authority boundaries. This means that the functional area
over which the local economy and its key markets operate will not necessarily adhere to
administrative boundaries. Instead, key economic markets broadly correspond to sub-regions
or city regions - known as functional economic market areas (FEMAs)…
Whereas the national or regional level is often seen as too large to tackle many of the issues
facing individual urban economies, local authority areas can be too small if they cover a
smaller geographical area than their economic markets. Policies designed at a local authority
level, for example, may not fully consider the costs and benefits of implementing a policy if
this spreads beyond their administrative boundaries. This can make it harder to tackle
economic challenges effectively.
If economic policy is formulated at the FEMA level, as a closer fit to the area’s real economic
market, most of the impacts of the policy area will be contained. There will be less risk of
local policies which are against the wider sub-regional or national interest, and local partners
will be able to make more strategic decisions on economic development.’
Accordingly the note advised that the FEMA is an appropriate geographical unit both for
economic analysis and policy-making. On the question of how FEMAs should be drawn, it
advises that the best way may be to
13

Communities and Local Government, Functional Economic Market Areas, an economic note, February 2010
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‘Analyse Census commuting or migration data, as the most complete and reliable flow data,
and supplement them with data from other markets, such as housing markets, supply chains
in industry and commerce, and service markets for consumers.’
The note goes on to discuss these types of data individually, staring with commuting:
‘The most widely accepted approach to identifying FEMAs is by reference to Travel to Work
Areas (TTWAs), which are relatively self-contained, internally contiguous labour market
areas. A commonly used definition is that: of the resident economically active population at
least 75 per cent work in the area; and of all those working in the area at least 75 per cent
also live in the area…
TTWAs are often treated as the default definition of FEMAs for two reasons:
-

The labour market is fundamental to policy-relevant definitions of FEMAs… and

-

TTWAs are the only sub-regional economic area robustly defined under the remit of
National Statistics.’
The CLG note does not explain in so many words why ‘the labour market is fundamental to
policy-relevant definitions of FEMAs’. To understand this, we need to go back to the rationale
for using FEMAs in the first place - that within a market area any one authority’s decisions
are likely to impact on the areas of other authorities. The main instance of such crossboundary impacts relate to the labour market and commercial property market:


In relation to the labour market, because many people travel to work across local
authority boundaries, if an authority provides development land for economic uses the
businesses that eventually occupy that land will also provide jobs for residents of
neighbouring authorities.



In relation to the property market, neighbouring authorities may compete for the same
occupier businesses; and the geographies in which such businesses search for sites are
typically based on commuting catchments, because most employers who relocate try to
keep their workers.

These are important reasons why travel to work (commuting) should be the main criterion in
defining FEMAs.
The note discusses the practical use of TTWAs and similar local labour markets. It notes that
the officially defined TTWAs are the time of writing (2012) are out of date and advises on
alternative ways to use commuting data.
After travel to work the CLG note goes on to discuss other relevant criteria, listing housing
markets, supply chains in industry and commerce, service market for consumers, catchment
areas of social and cultural facilities, administrative areas and the transport network. The
note comments on these elements as follows:


With regard to housing it explains that there is no agreed method for defining market
areas, but the National Housing and Planning Unit has recently commissioned a study to
develop such a method.
-

The NHPAU study was published later in 2010 and does indeed provide a
comprehensive geography of housing market areas (HMAs). That geography was
produced by the same team that defined TTWAs and uses a similar approach, based
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on defining areas of relative containment. But in relation to housing the containment
relates to migration rather than commuting.


In relation to supply chains (alternatively called ‘flows of goods, services and
information’), the note advises that the evidence is ‘very difficult to map’: input-output
tables provide a method that ‘may be viable’, but ‘it is questionable whether the
information [they provide] has much value, since it is not based on data about real links’.



Regarding service markets for consumers (which include catchment areas for social and
cultural facilities), the CLG note quotes as example shopping centres, airports, concert
halls and hospitals. These uses are of little or no relevance in the present context,
because in the PPG the FEMA as a concept relates to offices, industry and warehousing
(the ‘employment’ or ‘B-class’ land uses) rather than consumer services. Indeed in
relation to the main town centre uses – which include shopping centres and many other
consumer services – the PPG as mentioned earlier advises plan-makers to use a
different geography, based on trade draw areas.



In regard to administrative areas, the note suggests that analysis should take account of
local authority boundaries, because the decisions that are informed by that analysis will
be taken by local authorities. Therefore it recommends that FEMA boundaries be ‘best
fitted’ to local authority areas.



Finally the note advises that ‘transport data are not the best data sources for FEMA
definitions’… the key role of transport will be reflected using other FEMA definitions, such
as TTWAs, as these flows are partly shaped by transport availability’.

To summarise, the CLG note finds that commuting (labour markets) and migration (housing
markets) should be the main criteria for defining FEMAs. Administrative areas are important
in a different sense – that for practical reasons FEMAs should be best-fitted to local authority
boundaries. Data on ‘other markets’ are less useful, because they are difficult to use in
practice (supply chains / flows of goods, services and information), irrelevant to the
‘employment’ land uses (service markets for consumers) or better captured by commuting
flows (transport networks).
As mentioned earlier the above list of criteria has been carried forward into the PPG. But an
important conclusion of the CLG note has been lost in translation to the PPG: that
commuting (labour markets) and migration (housing markets) are the main indicators, and
data on ‘other markets’ may be of little or no use.
In summary: the definition of functional economic market areas is bound to be difficult and
imperfect. This is partly because economic geography does not fit administrative boundaries.
It is also because central government has not provided a national set of ‘silver standard’
travel-to-work areas that resolves these difficulties so far as possible. The market geography
that emerges from many separate local studies cannot wholly fill this gap.
As a pragmatic solution, based on the above discussion we suggest that to define a FEMA
the study proceed in three steps. Firstly it should define a reasonably self-contained subregional labour market that fits local authority boundaries, starting from the official TTWAs
and using the same containment thresholds as those TTWAs. Secondly it should compare
this area with the sub-regional housing market area and see if the two areas can be made
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coterminous, while still meeting the PPG criteria. Thirdly, it should check that the resulting
market area is broadly consistent with property market geography.
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